PRESS RELEASE
INTRALOT Signs Contract Extension in New Zealand until 2025
The company will continue to provide its integrated solution Electronic Monitoring Services
(EMS) for Class 4 venues to the Department of Internal Affairs.
September, 11th 2020
INTRALOT announces that its subsidiary in New Zealand, INTRALOT NZ Ltd., has signed a three year
contract extension from 2022 to 2025 with a one-year option, with the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA)
for the provision of Electronic Monitoring Services to continue offering a comprehensive reporting,
accounting, auditing and secure management of the country’s Class 4 gaming venues.
EMS was introduced by INTRALOT in March 2007 to track and monitor gaming machine operations in pubs
and clubs, ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate financial reporting.
Dr. Chris Dimitriadis, INTRALOT Group CEO stated: “We would like to thank DIA for its continued
confidence and trust more than a decade. The extension of our partnership is an endorsement of our
successful cooperation in implementing a high-quality operating service performance out of EMS. Our
world-class solution, designed according to Gaming Association standards, serves the most demanding
regulatory environments and we are committed to continue supporting DIA on establishing a responsible
gaming environment for the local player community.”

About INTRALOT
INTRALOT, a publicly listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions supplier and operator active in 42
regulated jurisdictions worldwide. With a global workforce of approximately 3,800 employees in 2019, INTRALOT is committed to
redefine innovation and quality of services in the lottery and gaming sector, while supporting operators in raising funds for good
causes. Uniquely positioned to deliver state-of-the-art technology across geographies, the company has developed an advanced
ecosystem that serves all verticals enabling the digital transformation of gaming operators and offering players an unparalleled
gaming experience. INTRALOT has been awarded the prestigious Responsible Gaming Framework certification by the World
Lottery Association and is certified under the WLA Security Control Standard. Visit us at www.intralot.com.
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